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A Time to Let Go

Summary and Goal 

As Ecclesiastes reminds us, there is a time for everything in our lives. Winter is an 
important season and does some important work. In every life, there comes a time to let go 
and move on to our future.

Main Passages
Ecclesiastes 3:1-11

Session Outline
1. The Sovereignty of God from Beginning to End (Ecclesiastes 3:1-2)
2. Seasons of Peace and Strife (Ecclesiastes 3:3-8)
3. The Frustration of the Immediate in Light of Eternity (Ecclesiastes 3:9-11)

Theological Theme
God is sovereign throughout every season of life.

Christ Connection
In His earthly ministry, Jesus experienced every season of life—even leading to His own 
crucifixion. God’s power and sovereignty was shown as every detail of Jesus’ life fulfilled 
His promise in redemptive history.

Missional Application
One of the difficult questions frequently posed to believers has to do with God’s power in 
bleak seasons of suffering and loss. In understanding that God’s sovereignty never waivers, 
even in seasons of loss, believers can walk through those times with hope.
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Purpose
Ecclesiastes shows us that since we and our works are futile—that is, destined to perish—we must 
not waste our lives trying to justify our existence with pursuits that ultimately mean nothing. Put 
simply, Ecclesiastes examines major endeavors of life in light of the reality of death.  

Author
According to 1:1 and 1:12, the author was David’s son and a king over Israel from Jerusalem. 
Also, 12:9 speaks of the author as a writer of proverbs, so Solomon appears to be the author. Many 
scholars believe that Ecclesiastes was written too late in Israel’s history for this to be true, and 
they want to date the book at least five hundred years after Solomon’s time (later than 450 BC). 
However, strong evidence attests that the book does come from the age of Solomon. For instance, 
it displays a great knowledge of literature from early Mesopotamia and Egypt. 

Setting
Ecclesiastes is Wisdom literature, meaning that it is in the part of the Bible especially concerned 
with helping readers cope with the practical and philosophical issues of life. It has roots in the 
Wisdom literature of Egypt and Babylon. Books like Proverbs and Ecclesiastes are the biblical 
answer to the search for truth. Proverbs is basic wisdom, giving the reader fundamental principles 
to live by. Ecclesiastes, by contrast, is for a more mature reader. It engages the question of whether 
death nullifies all purpose and meaning in life. 

Special Features
The Bible is never shy about confronting painful truths or hard questions. The book of Ecclesiastes 
faces the issue of how we can find meaning in life in light of the seemingly futile nature of 
everything. It will not allow the reader to retreat into superficial answers. It does not answer this 
problem by comforting us with hollow slogans. To the contrary, its motto is “Everything Is Futile.” 
But by forcing us to face the futility of human existence, it guides us to a life free of empty purpose 
and deceitful vindication. 

Historical Context of Ecclesiastes
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Introduction
How would you describe the season you are in right now? 
How often do you consider God’s plan and design for this 
season?

Where do you go to find help in understanding seasons of 
life that do not seem to make any sense? What friends do 
you reach out to? Why do you select those friends?

In this week’s session, the writer of Ecclesiastes pointed to the rule of God 
in even the most dramatic seasons of life. Through joys and pain, each of 
the seasons of life necessarily occurs under the careful, watchful attention 
of the Sovereign King. Because He is loving, compassionate, good and 
holy, even in seasons of loss, hope propels God’s people forward.

1.  The Sovereignty of God from Beginning to 
End (Ecclesiastes 3:1-2)

The writer of Ecclesiastes opened his set of 14 parallels with the two most 
defining experiences in life: birth and death. In illustrating the need to 
understand the sovereignty of the Creator behind life’s seasons, the writer 
highlighted the two events over which a person has the least amount of 
control. A person no more has control over the day and time of his or her 
birth than he or she does the numbering of life’s days. Still, there is no 
doubting that there is a time appointed for both instances. 

Are you more driven to discover the reason behind an event 
during hopeful seasons or seasons of struggle? Why do you 
think that is?

Describe a time when you were disillusioned when the 
reward for an achievement did not bring the joy you thought 
it would? How did that impact your motivation and your 
optimism?

A Time to Let Go

Session Plan
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2.  Seasons of Peace and Strife           
(Ecclesiastes 3:3-8)

Verse 8 closed out the pairings with a return to major contrasts: love/hate 
and war/peace. This pairing summed up many of the previous pairings in the 
section. So it was that the author explained the various seasons of life—all of 
which were necessary—as occurring in their appointed times “under heaven.”

Which of these pairings has been the most difficult for you to 
manage? What have you discovered to be the critical elements 
from healing in seasons of deep sorrow?

Which of the items listed is the most challenging for you to 
understand there being an appointed time for? How do you go 
about reconciling those seasons? What biblical examples of 
such seasons can you think of?

3.  The Frustration of the Immediate in Light of 
Eternity (Ecclesiastes 3:9-11)

The verse that served as the point of emphasis for this section of Ecclesiastes 
is actually verse 14. The writer resolutely stated “I know that everything God 
does will last forever; there is no adding to it or taking from it. God works so 
that people will be in awe of Him.” (vs. 14) God’s works will be accomplished 
and the gain for the worker’s struggles will be the divine awe of witnessing and 
knowing God.

When you have a season in which you begin to wonder what 
the point of that season is, how do you remind yourself of God’s 
intimate attention to your life? What are some ways you cultivate 
a God-awareness in the daily routines of your life?

What Scripture passages have you found to be most powerful or 
comforting in your life during seasons of loss or confusion?

Conclusion
Describe a time when God allowed you to use a painful 
experience from your past to comfort another person. How did 
that experience help you understand how God wants to use you?

How have you experienced the help of biblical community during 
a season of loss or difficulty? Who are you currently connected 
to that could/would offer that type of ministry to you?

How does worship condition your soul to be able to handle 
seasons of loss or hardship?
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Introduction
Scholar and author Sidney Greidanus explained how he personally 
experienced what it meant for God to “set the times,” as Ecclesiastes 3 
mentions. He had received a call from his son to request that Greidanus 
and his wife, Marie, come to their home to babysit for their children in 
expectation of their third child being born any day.

Since both of their children were born five days before the dude date, they 
encouraged us to arrive before the due date. So we drove the 1100 miles 
from Grand Rapids to Winnipeg and arrived nicely on time – five days 
before the due date. But no baby came that day, or the next, or the next. 
Then the due date came and went, and still no baby. The other children 
encouraged the baby to come out, but the baby did not control the date of 
her birth. Heather, understandably, became rather anxious to deliver the 
baby, but she also could not control the time. Finally, after fifteen days 
of waiting together, she went to the hospital to see if the doctor needed to 
induce labor. But the doctor declined because, she said, inducement often 
leads to complications….God often works by natural means….For the 
“time to be born,” I learned, God uses a hormone that needs to be released 
in the mother’s body. On the sixteenth day, at three o’clock in the morning, 
Nathan poked his head into our bedroom and whispered, “It’s time!” 
Within two hours a healthy daughter/granddaughter was born. We often 
have to wait for God’s time. “God has done this, so that all should stand 
in awe before Him.”1

Sometimes the seasons that come in God’s timing are seasons of joy and 
celebration. Still other times, those seasons are soul-crushing, bringing 
inexpressible heartache through loss, disillusionment, anger, or anxiety. In 
all of the seasons of a person’s life, it is of great importance to understand 
that each season is appointed by God to accomplish His purposes, both in 
the person and in the world.

How would you describe the season you are in right now? 
How often do you consider God’s plan and design for this 
season?

A Time to Let Go

Expanded Session Content

1
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Where do you go to find help in understanding seasons of 
life that do not seem to make any sense? What friends do 
you reach out to? Why do you select those friends?

Session Summary
In this week’s session, the writer of Ecclesiastes pointed to the rule of God 
in even the most dramatic seasons of life. Through joys and pain, each of 
the seasons of life necessarily occurs under the careful, watchful attention 
of the Sovereign King. Because He is loving, compassionate, good and 
holy, even in seasons of loss, hope propels God’s people forward.

1.  The Sovereignty of God from Beginning           
to End (Ecclesiastes 3:1-2)

Ecclesiastes has presented one of the greatest challenges for biblical 
interpreters in all the Scriptural canon. The difficulty has largely resided 
in the unique perspective of Ecclesiastes. Ecclesiastes falls into the genre of 
Wisdom literature, which has its own rules for understanding. Essentially 
the writer of Ecclesiastes was portraying the struggle of a redeemed man 
living in a fallen world according to a fallen worldview. God, then, was 
also spoken of in a significantly different manner than the remainder of 
Scripture spoke of Him. Without understanding such textual subtleties, 
the writer of Ecclesiastes could be greatly misunderstood—particularly 
when equating everything under the sun with empty vanity.

As chapter 3 opened, the writer had just completed a scathing assessment 
of the emptiness of work, pleasure, and possessions. The tone of the book 
at that point was nothing short of hopeless and depressing. As chapter 
2 closed, the writer had painted a bleak reality that was sculpted by the 
empty pursuit of worldly pleasure. Having attained every sort of pleasure 
he sought, there was still no satisfaction. Finally, however, at the opening 
of chapter 3, hope began to slowly emerge. In stating that there was an 
occasion for everything and that every time or season occurred “under 
heaven,” the writer slowly turned the attention of his readers to the “why” 
of everything’s happening. 

Moving skillfully and poetically from the seeming emptiness and 
randomness of the vanity of chapters 1 and 2, the writer slightly pulled 
back the eternal veil to show the orchestration behind history’s events. The 
use of “occasion” and “time” (also translated “season”) connoted a guiding 
and reasoned hand carefully navigating the unfolding of history toward 
some unspecified purpose. All of the events of life were not happenstance 
or random. Rather, they occurred at the precise appointment set by the 
One sovereign to control all of history. 
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 Further 
Commentary
TBD

 Voices from 
Church History
TBD

 Voices from 
the Church
TBD

Stones in a Field

Read 2 Kings 3:19-25 for an 
example of ruining fields 
with stones.

99  Essential 
Christian Doctrines
TBD

Organized 
Unpredictability
The antithetical parallelism 
of the groupings in 
Ecclesiastes 3:2-8 
employed an elegant poetic 
structure that altered the 
order of the negative and 
positive elements of the 
various times of life. The 
structure underscored 
the unpredictability of 
when difficult seasons and 
seasons of rejoicing would 
occur. The fact that it was a 
poetic structure, however, 
underscored that, even in 
the unpredictability, there 
was organization.

Are you more driven to discover the reason behind an event 
during hopeful seasons or seasons of struggle? Why do you 
think that is?

Describe a time when you were disillusioned when the 
reward for an achievement did not bring the joy you thought 
it would? How did that impact your motivation and your 
optimism?

The writer of Ecclesiastes opened his set of 14 parallels with the two most 
defining experiences in life: birth and death. In illustrating the need to 
understand the sovereignty of the Creator behind life’s seasons, the writer 
highlighted the two events over which a person has the least amount of 
control. A person no more has control over the day and time of his or 
her birth than he or she does the numbering of life’s days. Still, there is 
no doubting that there is a time appointed for both instances. Similarly, 
Sydney Greidanus notes, “we don’t control the time to plant nor the time 
to pluck up what is planted. We plant our fruit trees at the appropriate 
time, and when the trees get old and no longer bear fruit, we pluck them 
up.”2 These moments, which mark the beginning and end of life, are 
events that humanity reacts to, not initiates. No one is capable of dictating 
their schedule. Doing so requires a sovereign power.

2.  Seasons of Peace and Strife   
(Ecclesiastes 3:3-8)

Verse 3 continued the theme of creative and destructive experiences in the 
human existence—each governed and appointed by God’s sovereignty. 
As verse 2 closed with the plant/uproot contrast, verse 3 pointed to a 
time to kill and heal, referring to the destruction and restorative actions 
impacting living creatures. There were certainly appointed times to kill in 
biblical history, particularly the battles as the Israelites journeyed to and 
into the promised land to take possession of it. These battles were used as 
an instrument of divine wrath on the indigenous peoples in the land for 
their abominable, pagan worship practices. Still more frequently, however, 
there were times appointed for healing. Likewise, the times to tear down/
build reflected the seasonal fluctuation for physical structures. In fact, for 
the construction and restoration of certain structures, the tearing down of 
what stood previously was a preparatory step. All happened in due timing.

Verses 4 and 5 dealt with the dichotomies of expression in relationship. 
The extremities increased as the lines unfolded. In verse 4, the first pair 
was weep/laugh. It was followed by the much more intense mourn/dance 
pairing. The depths of sadness and loss, likewise the exultation of joy and 
elation, varied with life’s experiences; all of humanity experientially knew 
such to be true. 
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 Further 
Commentary
TBD

 Voices from 
Church History
TBD

 Voices from 
the Church
TBD

Stones in a Field

Read 2 Kings 3:19-25 for an 
example of ruining fields 
with stones.

99  Essential 
Christian Doctrines
TBD

Verse 5 continued with actions concerning stones. Throwing stones likely 
referred to the practice of making an enemy’s fields useless during war by 
covering the fields with thrown stones. Gathering stones, then, would have 
referred to the clearing of fields in preparation for planting and cultivation. 
The granting or withholding of an embrace also graphically depicted the 
difference in seasons of peace and wartime.

Verse 6–7a pointed the reader to the difficult task of discerning when to let 
go of something lost. Like the previous pairings, the opposite reality was 
also mentioned. There were seasons in which relentless searching, keeping, 
and sewing (mending) were the prudent course of action. However, 
there were also those seasons in which the difficulty of accepting loss was 
necessary. The dynamic expressed in verse 7 referred to the practice of 
tearing garments under the stress of deep mourning or grief. Still, on the 
other side of such seasons, there was the appropriate time for “sowing;” 
moving beyond the painful and even life-changing sorrow of a previous 
season of mourning into a new season of healing and restoration.

Which of these pairings has been the most difficult for you 
to manage? What have you discovered to be the critical 
elements from healing in seasons of deep sorrow?

Which of the items listed is the most challenging for you 
to understand there being an appointed time for? How 
do you go about reconciling those seasons? What biblical 
examples of such seasons can you think of? 

Verse 8 closed out the pairings with a return to major contrasts: love/hate 
and war/peace. This pairing summed up many of the previous pairings 
in the section. So it was that the author explained the various seasons of 
life—all of which were necessary—as occurring in their appointed times 
“under heaven.”

3.  The Frustration of the Immediate in Light of 
Eternity (Ecclesiastes 3:9-11)

Verse 9 provided a segue way of sorts by repeating a question initially 
asked by the author in Ecclesiastes 1:3. Specifically, what was the gain for 
the worker from all his struggles? What was the benefit of enduring such 
perpetual seasons of gain and loss? The anticipated answer, in light of 
the question being a repeat from the rather pessimistic previous section, 
was that there was nothing to be gained at all. However, that was not the 
response to this asking of the question. Instead, the author pointed to the 
timelessness and sovereignty of God. Where God was scarcely mentioned 
in the first two chapters, the author now spoke His name clearly.
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The writer had personally seen the work, which God had tasked the 
children of Adam with “to keep them occupied.” While this phrase might 
seem similar to the modern idea of “busy work,” the author indicated that 
such was not his understanding. God made everything “appropriate in 
its time.” The idea he communicated was that everything was just right. 
There was a delicate beauty in the way in which the seasons ebbed and 
flowed in the life of humanity. The cure for a humdrum view of life’s 
comings and goings was an appreciation for the precision of each season’s 
occurrence. Instead of being random and bleak, the times or seasons of a 
man’s life reflected the glory of sovereign God intimately mindful of every 
experience.

When you have a season in which you begin to wonder 
what the point of that season is, how do you remind 
yourself of God’s intimate attention to your life? What are 
some ways you cultivate a God-awareness in the daily 
routines of your life?

What Scripture passages have you found to be most 
powerful or comforting in your life during seasons of loss or 
confusion? 

The verse that served as the point of emphasis for this section of 
Ecclesiastes is actually verse 14. The writer resolutely stated “I know that 
everything God does will last forever; there is no adding to it or taking 
from it. God works so that people will be in awe of Him.” (vs. 14) God’s 
works will be accomplished and the gain for the worker’s struggles will be 
the divine awe of witnessing and knowing God.

Conclusion
Many commentators have espoused that Ecclesiastes is the most applicable 
book in the Bible for the 21st century believer. Here are some points of 
consideration from this passage.

First, because God is sovereign, nothing that happens in a person’s life is 
random or purposeless. Admittedly, that does not always ease frustration, 
particularly in the season of loss. Grappling for purpose in loss can be 
deeply frustrating because the answers that are searched for are rarely 
immediately available. God reveals His purposes and workings mercifully 
in His timing. However, the more a person discovers those answers 
regarding why something happened or why loss occurred, the more likely 
they are to be able to expectantly wait for His answers in the future. The 
fact that nothing is random or purposeless can fortify the believer as he or 
she ask those soul-piercing questions.

Second, there is hope and heartache. Generally, people ask hard questions 
about God’s purposes, existence, etc. during painful seasons. It is critically 
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important to read the whole list in Ecclesiastes 3. Just as He appointed 
the difficult time a person may be trudging through right now, He also 
appointed seasons of joy, rebuilding, laughter, and healing. Difficult 
seasons do not last forever; God has ordained as much.
 
Third, the gift of biblical community is of critical importance in all 
seasons—especially those that are heartbreaking. It is difficult to 
understand or even remember the sovereignty of God when mourning and 
grieving rule the day. In those moments believers need the benefit of others 
who will sit with them and mourn with them but all the while assure 
them that healing is coming, hope remains, and God has not forgotten 
them.

Fourth, there is a time to sow. In other words, there is a time in which an 
appropriate period of mourning must end and life must continue. There 
is a time for mourning and sorrow during seasons of loss, but it is never 
God’s intention for His people to stay there. That is why Jesus came; so 
that death and loss would not be the defining reality of the believer’s life. 
That they would not grieve as those with no hope. Rather, understanding 
that God Himself knows what it is like for a Son to die, God provided 
a way for the sowing season to come. The healing from sorrow and 
mourning and the return of hope is God’s gift to the believer.

Describe a time when God allowed you to use a painful 
experience from your past to comfort another person. How 
did that experience help you understand how God wants to 
use you?

How have you experienced the help of biblical community 
during a season of loss or difficulty? Who are you currently 
connected to that could/would offer that type of ministry 
to you?

How does worship condition your soul to be able to handle 
seasons of loss or hardship?

Prayer of Response
Close in prayer, thanking God that He has set a time for every season 
of life. Ask for the grace to trust Him in times of loss and hardship 
and to hope in Him for His renewal in the future.

Additional Resources
• Christ-Centered Exposition Commentary: Exalting Jesus in 

Ecclesiastes by Daniel L. Akin, Jonathan Akin, Tony Merida
• Be Satisfied by Warren Wiersbe
• Ecclesiastes: Why Everything Matters by Philip Graham Ryken
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Session Title
 - Seasons of the Soul: Dealing with Loss – Letting Go of the Past

Main Passages
 - Psalm 51

Session Outline
1. Confronting Sin Squarely (Psalm 51:1-5)
2. Prayer for Renewal (Psalm 51:6-13)
3. Purify Worship (Psalm 51:14-19)

Memorize 
He has made everything appropriatein its time. He has also put eternity 
in their hearts, but no one can discover the work God has done from 
beginning to end.
-Ecclesiastes 3:11

Daily Readings
 - Monday - 1 Peter 1:3

 - Tuesday - Romans 8:1

 - Wednesday - Hebrews 6:1-3

 - Thursday - Psalm 71:20-21

 - Friday - Jeremiah 17:14

 - Saturday - John 5:24

For Next Week
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Ecclesiastes 3:1-11

3:1. There is always enough time to do God’s will (Ellul, 233-34). There 
may not be enough time to accomplish our own selfish agendas, but 
there is plenty of time to do what God has ordained for us. Time presents 
no frustration to him. He will accomplish all that concerns us. What a 
liberating truth!

3:2. Beginnings and ends are depicted in this verse. There are times for 
births and times to plant. There are also times for death and times to 
uproot. The sovereignty of God over the length of our lives is taught in 
Scripture (Gen. 27:2; Job 14:5; Ps. 139:16). As a result, Psalm 90:12 is an 
appropriate application: “Teach us to number our days aright, that we may 
gain a heart of wisdom.” 

3:3. Times for killing, healing, tearing down, and building up apply to 
many different things. Times for killing certainly fits Old Testament 
teaching on subjects like holy war and the death penalty. 

3:4. These couplets are clearly related—weeping/mourning and laughing/ 
dancing. There is truly freedom to weep. There are God-given times 
designated for it. To do otherwise during a great personal loss would 
betray that a person is either afraid of giving vent to God-given emotions 
or possibly too pragmatic.

Pragmatists want to reduce all of life to what is manageable and efficient. 
They guard their emotions even during times of tragedy lest “too much 
time gets wasted.” “

3:5. A time to scatter stones and a time to gather them is described by 
one commentator as a “standard practice in Old Testament times for 
conquering armies both to scatter stones on their enemies’ fields to make 
them unproductive (2 Kgs. 3:19,25; Isa. 5:2) and to gather stones for the 
purpose of preparing the highway for the advance of the victorious soldiers 
(Isa. 62:10)” (Keddie, 31). 

There are many applications that flow from a time to embrace and a time 
to refrain. In the church, we know that those who hold correct doctrine 
should be embraced. In this respect, we think of Paul receiving “the right 
hand of fellowship” from the early church leaders (Gal. 2:1-9). To refrain at 
times from embracing should also take place if the church is to maintain 
its purity (Matt. 18:15-18; 1 Cor. 5:9-13; 1 Tim. 5:19-20).

Extended Commentary
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3:6. This verse also has a number of possible applications. In our 
relationship with God, we appreciate that he is the searching and seeking 
God (Matt. 18:11; Luke 15). But it is most sobering to realize that there are 
times when God gives people up as lost (Jer. 7:16; 11:14). A time to keep 
and a time to throw away could apply to a number of different areas of life. 

3:7. A time to tear and a time to mend reminds us that the ripping of one’s 
garment in Bible times indicated grief (2 Sam. 13:31). 

A time to be silent and a time to speak reminds us that the truly religious 
person knows how to control his tongue (Jas. 3:2). It takes wisdom to 
know when to speak and when to remain quiet (Ambrose, Duties of the 
Clergy, 2). Job’s “counselors” were wise when they sat quietly with Job and 
empathized with him (Job 2:11-13). But Job’s counselors eventually began 
talking about things they couldn’t fully understand. There may have been 
something Job’s friends should have said, but what they did say was not it. 
God’s Word warns us about talking too much (Prov. 10:19) and speaking 
too quickly (Prov. 12:18).

Sometimes silence is golden, but there are times when silence is yellow. 
These are times when we must speak. Not to speak against injustice is sin. 
Also, to remain quiet about one’s testimony is wrong (Acts 4:17-20; 2 Cor. 
5:18-20; 1 Pet. 3:15). One church father applied this verse to those who 
clamored to be teachers but were not qualified (Clement of Rome, 59).

3:8. Love is a defining character quality of the Christian. The believer is to 
love his neighbor as himself (Matt. 22:39). He is even commanded to love 
his enemies (Matt. 5:43-44). But love is more than silly sentimentalism. 
In our therapeutic age, we must remember that it is not antithetical to 
the Christian virtue of love to show anger (see Eph. 4:26). When Jesus 
cleansed the temple (John 2), he did not stop being a loving God. Rather, 
the manifestation of his love took on a different look. In the same way, 
our willingness to hate at times is a manifestation of love. If we do not get 
angry at sin and its effects, do we really know the full truth about God’s 
love?

Both times of war and peace permeate the Old Testament. This verse and 
3:2-3 on killing also remind us how uncertain our lives are.

3:9. If a worker toils in his own strength, there is little profit. It is much 
wiser to be submissive to the seasons that God gives.

3:10-11. God is the one who orders our steps (Ps. 37:23). He has made 
everything appropriate in its time. Although man has a deep yearning to 
know God’s eternal plan, he can’t. It isn’t that God is cruel by concealing 
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his plan from us. It is simply that he could never adequately explain it to 
us in our sinful and fallen condition.

Consider a two-year-old taking quantum mechanics from a teacher of 
physics. The teacher is clever, witty, and enthusiastic. He even has puppets 
of Heisenberg and Einstein. Can he teach quantum theory in such a 
way that two-year-olds will learn? Hardly. The deficiency is not with the 
teacher. It is with the students. The material is far too lofty for minds 
occupied with matters such as their next meal and having their diapers 
changed.

Even with our glorified bodies in heaven, it will take all of eternity to 
appreciate God’s plan. Although we will no longer be adversely affected by 
our fallenness in heaven, we remain finite. And a finite human being can 
never totally exhaust an infinite, self-existent God. That’s why heaven will 
never get boring. God will continually reveal himself to us.

Trying to conceptualize God’s greatness brings great wonder and humility.

Our desire to seek out the things of God is good and proper. We grow 
spiritually by desiring God’s wisdom as a hidden treasure (Prov. 2:1-5) 
even though our understanding is limited.3

1.  Greidanus, Sidney. Preaching Christ from Ecclesiastes. Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2010.

2. Ibid.
3.  Moore, David George, and Daniel L. Akin. Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs. 

Edited by Max Anders. Nashville, TN: Broadman & Holman, 2003.
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